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 LEGAL 
DISCLAIMER

MH Audits are not, nor should be considered, an “endorsement” or 
“disapproval” of any particular project or team. These reports are not, 
nor should be considered, an indication of the economics or value of any 
“product” or “asset” created by any team or project that contracts MH Audits 
to perform a security review. 

MH Audits does not provide any warranty or guarantee regarding the absolute 
bug-free nature of the technology analyzed, nor do they provide any indication 
of the technologies proprietors, business, business model or legal compliance. 

MH Audits should not be used in any way to make decisions around investment 
or involvement with any particular project. These reports in no way provide 
investment advice, nor should be leveraged as investment advice of any sort. 

MH Audits represents an extensive auditing process intending to help our 
customers increase the quality of their code while reducing the high level of risk 
presented by cryptographic tokens and blockchain technology. 

Blockchain technology and cryptographic assets present a high level of 
ongoing risk. MH Audits’ position is that each company and individual are 
responsible for their own due diligence and continuous security. 

MH Audits’ goal is to help reduce the attack vectors and the high level of 
variance associated with utilizing new and consistently changing technologies, 
and in no way claims any guarantee of security or functionality of the technology 
we agree to analyze.
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 MH AUDITS 
INTRODUCTION

MH Audits is a leading blockchain security company that serves to verify the 
security and correctness of smart contracts and blockchain-based protocols. 
Through the utilization of our world-class technical expertise, alongside our 
proprietary, innovative tech, we’re able to support the success of our clients 
with best-in-class security, all whilst realizing our overarching vision; provable 
trust for all throughout all facets of blockchain.

Secure your project with MH Audits 
We offer field-proven audits with in-depth reporting and a range of suggestions 
to improve and avoid contract vulnerabilities.

Industry-leading comprehensive and transparent smart contract auditing on all 
public and private blockchains.

Vunerability checking  
A crucial manual inspection carried out to eliminate any code flaws and security 
loopholes. This is vital to avoid vulnerabilities and exposures incurring costly 
errors at a later stage.

Contract verification 
A thorough and comprehensive review in order to verify the safety of a smart 
contract and ensure it is ready for launch and built to protect the end-user.

Risk assessment 
Analyse the architecture of the blockchain system to evaluate, assess and 
eliminate probable security breaches. This includes a full assessment of risk and 
a list of expert suggestions.

In-depth reporting 
A truly custom exhaustive report that is transparent and depicts details of any 
identified threats and vulnerabilities and classifies those by severity.

Fast turnaround 
We know that your time is valuable and therefore provide you with the fastest 
turnaround times in the industry to ensure that both your project and community 
are at ease.

Best-of-class blockchain engineers 
Our engineers combine both experience and knowledge stemming from a 
large pool of developers at our disposal. We work with some of the brightest 
minds that have audited countless smart contracts over the last 4 years.
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 PROJECT 
SUMMARY

This report has been prepared for Enjin to discover issues and vulnerabilities 
in the source code ofthe Enjin project as well as any contract dependencies 
that were not part of an officially recognized library. A comprehensive 
examination has been performed, utilizing Static Analysis and Manual Review 
techniques.

The auditing process pays special attention to the following considerations:

• Testing the smart contracts against both common and uncommon attack 
vectors.

• Assessing the codebase to ensure compliance with current best practices 
and industry standards.

• Ensuring contract logic meets the specifications and intentions of the client.

• Cross referencing contract structure and implementation against similar smart 
contracts producedby industry leaders.

• Thorough line-by-line manual review of the entire codebase by industry 
experts.

The security assessment resulted in findings that ranged from critical to 
informational. We recommendaddressing these findings to ensure a high level 
of security standards and industry practices. We suggestrecommendations that 
could better serve the project from the security perspective:

• Enhance general coding practices for better structures of source codes;

• Add enough unit tests to cover the possible use cases;

• Provide more comments per each function for readability, especially contracts 
that are verified inpublic;

• Provide more transparency on privileged activities once the protocol is live.

Project Name Enjin

Platform Ethereum

Language Solidity

Codebase https://etherscan.io/
token/0xf629cbd94d3791c9250152bd8dfbdf380e2a3b9c

Commit
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 PROJECT 
SUMMARY

The current contract on Ethereum is ENJToken which is a standard ERC20 
implementation.

Here is some information on ENJToken token that we found on Ethereum:

• Total Supply: 1000000000e18

• totalAllocated: 934541052125616609865674828

• totalAllocatedToTeam: 74000000e18

• totalAllocatedToAdvisors: 26000000e18

• Max Cap: 1000000000e18

• Owner: 0xde63aef60307655405835da74ba02ce4db1a42fb

• Owner privileges:

 » release the Enjin team token allocation if the current time is 6 months after the 
endTime .

 » release Advisors token allocation if the current time is 2 months after the 
endTime .

 » retrieve unsold tokens from the crowdfund if the current time is 6 months after 
the endTime .

 » allow transfers

 » withdraw tokens held by the contract and sends them to an account
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 AUDIT 
SCORES

Issues     7
 Critical    0
  Major     2
  Medium    0
  Minor     1
  Informational   4
  Discussion    0

All issues are described in further detail  
on the following pages.

87
PASS
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 AUDIT 
SCOPE

FILE

ENJToken.sol

SHA256 CHECKSUM

c71936a7492e3cca6f79cdef08108ccd244a34c972f509d91ecf84f860355ccb
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FINDINGS
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SEVERITY

  Informational

  Minor

  Major

  Informational

  Major

  Informational

  Informational

TITLE

Unlocked Compiler Version Declaration

Lack Of Input Validation

Initial Token Distribution

Redundant Variable Initialization

Centralization Risk

Address Type Could Be Indexed In Events

Variable could be declared as constant

STATUS

Pending

Pending

Pending

Pending

Pending

Pending

Pending



 IN-DEPTH 
VULNERABILITIES

In the contract Tiers , the role owner has the authority over the following function:updatePrices() , to In the contract Tiers , the role owner has the authority over the following function:updatePrices() , to 
update the prices of tiers.addTiers() , to add tiers.Any compromise to the owner account may allow update the prices of tiers.addTiers() , to add tiers.Any compromise to the owner account may allow 
the hacker to take advantage of thisthe hacker to take advantage of this

Issue: Unlocked Compiler Version Declaration

Level: Informational

Recommendation: It is a general practice to instead lock 
the compiler at a specific version rather than allow a 
range of compiler versions to be utilized to avoid compiler-
specific bugs and be able to identify ones more easily. We 
recommend locking the compiler at the lowest possible 
version that supports all the capabilities wished by the 
codebase. This will ensure that the project utilizes a 
compiler version that has been in use for the longest time 
and as such is less likely to contain yet-undiscovered bugs.
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Description: 

The compiler version utilized throughout the project uses the ^ prefix specifier, denoting 
that a compiler version that is greater than the version will be used to compile the 
contracts. Recommend the compiler version should be consistent throughout the 
codebase.

Location: ENJToken.sol: 5



 IN-DEPTH 
VULNERABILITIES

Issue: Lack Of Input Validation

Level: Minor

Recommendation: We advise adding the check for the 
passed-in values to prevent unexpected error as below: 

require(_crowdFundAddress!=address(0),”_crowdFundAddress is zero address!”);

require(_advisorAddress!=address(0),”_advisorAddress is zero address!”);

require(_enjinTeamAddress!=address(0),”_enjinTeamAddress is zero address!”);

require(_incentivisationFundAddress!=address(0),”_incentivisationFundAddress is 

zero address!”);
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Description: 

The given input is missing the check for the non-zero address.

Location: ENJToken.sol: 348~351



 IN-DEPTH 
VULNERABILITIES

fdasfasdfsda Issue:  Initial Token Distribution

Level: Major

Recommendation: We recommend the team to be 
transparent regarding the initial token distribution process. 
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Description: 

800*10**15 tokens are sent to the _crowdFundAddress and 100*10**15 tokens are sent to 
the incentivisationAllocation when deploying the contract. This could be a centralization 
risk as the_crowdFundAddress and incentivisationAllocation can distribute tokens without 
obtaining the consensus of the community.

Location: ENJToken.sol: 352~353



 IN-DEPTH 
VULNERABILITIES

fdasfasdfsda Issue: Redundant Variable Initialization

Level: Informational

Recommendation: We advise that the linked initialization 
statements are removed from the codebase to increase 
legibility. i.e.:

ruint256 public totalAllocatedToAdvisors;

uint256 public totalAllocatedToTeam;

uint256 public totalAllocated;

bool internal isReleasedToPublic;

uint256 internal teamTranchesReleased;
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Description: 

All variable types within Solidity are initialized to their default “empty” value, which is 
usually their zeroed out representation. Particularly:

• uint / int : All uint and int variable types are initialized at 0

• address : All address types are initialized to address(0)

• byte : All byte types are initialized to their byte(0) representation

• bool : All bool types are initialized to false

• ContractType : All contract types (i.e. for a given contract ERC20 {} its contract type is 
ERC20 ) are initialized to their zeroed out address (i.e. for a given contract ERC20 {} its 
default value is ERC20(address(0)) )

• struct : All struct types are initialized with all their members zeroed out according to 
this table

Location: ENJToken.sol: 308~310, 313, 315, 97, 98



 IN-DEPTH 
VULNERABILITIES

Issue: Centralization Risk

Level: Major

Recommendation: We advise the client to carefully manage 
the owner account’s private key to avoid any potential 
risks ofbeing hacked. In general, we strongly recommend 
centralized privileges or roles in the protocol to beimproved 
via a decentralized mechanism or smart-contract-
based accounts with enhanced securitypractices, e.g., 
Multisignature wallets.

Indicatively, here is some feasible suggestions that would 
also mitigate the potential risk at the differentlevel in term of 
short-term and long-term:

• Time-lock with reasonable latency, e.g., 48 hours, for 
awareness on privileged operations;Enjin Code Security 
Assessment

• Assignment of privileged roles to multi-signature wallets to 
prevent a single point of failure due to the private key
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Description: 

In the contract ENJToken, the role owner has the authority over the following functions:

• releaseEnjinTeamTokens()

• releaseAdvisorTokens()

• retrieveUnsoldTokens()

• allowTransfers()

• withdrawTokens(IERC20Token _token, address _to, uint256 _amount)

Any compromise to the owner account may allow the hacker to take advantage of this 
and do the following:

• release the Enjin team token allocation if the current time is 6 months after the 
endTime.

• release Advisors token allocation if the current time is 2 months after the endTime.

• retrieve unsold tokens from the crowdfund if the current time is 6 months after the 
endTime.



 IN-DEPTH 
VULNERABILITIES

• Introduction of a DAO/governance/voting module to 
increase transparency and user involvement

Alleviation: 

• the owner of this contract ENJToken.sol is 
0xde63aef60307655405835da74ba02ce4db1a42fb,

• the crowdFundAddress is 
0x9b73d1779c41dca36314fb7c4d3309838e20c4e7,

• the advisorAddress is 
0xd3e631b1bc19f0c6d0c036484111c70ff1fa3f08,

• the incentivisationFundAddress is 
0xf165c483ac93e567f20d11727ffa3209adf5cbc9

• the enjinTeamAddress is 
0x2eb794f3e37ccaa5d893c67c32d1b94f9b71131c at block height 
13170333 on the ethereum.
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• allow transfers

• withdraw tokens held by the contract and sends them to an account.
withdrawTokens(IERC20Token _token, address _to, uint256 _amount)

In the contract ENJToken, the role crowdFund has the authority over the following 
function addToAllocation , any compromise to the crowdFund account may allow the 
hacker to take advantage of this and increase the totalAllocated.

Location: ENJToken.sol: 413, 440, 456, 478, 275, 469



 IN-DEPTH 
VULNERABILITIES

As additional noted,

• The owner is a private address (EOA).

• The crowdFundAddress is a ENJCrowdfund contract.

• The advisorAddress , incentivisationFundAddress and 
enjinTeamAddress are all MultiSigWalletWithDailyLimit contracts.

• The balance of crowdFundAddress is 
65459143274436220134325172 and could be transferred 
to the account incentivisationFundAddress through the 
function retrieveUnsoldTokens by the owner.

• Contract deployment is at 
0xf629cbd94d3791c9250152bd8dfbdf380e2a3b9c
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 IN-DEPTH 
VULNERABILITIES

fdasfasdfsda Issue: Address Type Could Be Indexed In Events

Level: Informational

Recommendation: We advise the client to add the keyword 
indexed in the declaration of events.

event OwnerUpdate(address indexed _prevOwner, address indexed _newOwner);
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Description: 

It is recommended to add the indexed keyword for parameters in events, which makes it 
easier for users to navigate event logs.

Location: ENJToken.sol: 208



 IN-DEPTH 
VULNERABILITIES

fdasfasdfsda Issue: Variable Could Be Declared As constant

Level: Informational

Recommendation: We recommend declaring the variable as 
constant .
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Description: 

Variable maxTeamTranches could be declared as constant since it is never to be changed.

Location: ENJToken.sol: 316
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FINDING CATEGORIES

Gas Optimization

The findings do not affect the functionality of the code but generate different, 
more optimal EVM opcodes resulting in a reduction on the total gas cost of a tx.

Centralization / Privilege

These findings refer to either feature logic or implementation of components 
that actagainst the nature of decentralization, such as explicit ownership or 
specialized access roles incombination with a mechanism to relocate funds. 

Volatile Code

Volatile Code findings refer to segments of code that behave unexpectedly on 
certain edge cases that mayresult in a vulnerability. 

Language Specific

Language Specific findings are issues that would only arise within Solidity, i.e. 
incorrect usage of private or delete.

Coding Style

Coding Style findings usually do not affect the generated byte-code but rather 
comment on how to makethe codebase more legible and, as a result, easily 
maintainable. 

CHECKSUM CALCULATION METHOD

The “Checksum” field in the “Audit Scope” section is calculated as the SHA-256 
(Secure Hash Algorithm 2 with digest size of 256 bits) digest of the content of 
each file hosted in the listed source repository under the specified commit.

The result is hexadecimal encoded and is the same as the output of the Linux 
“sha256sum” command against the target file.
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